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In a recent paper [M. Yao et al., J. Synchrotron Radiat. 8, 542 (2001)], we proposed a new method for
the size-selective EXAFS (extended x-ray absorption fine structure) of neutral-free clusters, in which
not only the x-ray absorption process but also the deexcitation processes are utilized as the structural
information. In order to verify this method experimentally, we have developed the synchronous
measurements of EXAFS and photoelectron photoion coincidence and carried them out for a Se cluster
beam by utilizing the third-generation intense x-ray source. The EXAFS spectra for Se small clusters
have been obtained and compared critically with theoretical predictions.
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Although free clusters attract great interest as the
intermediate states between atomic and condensed states
of matter [1], general methods for the size-selective
structural analysis of neutral clusters have not been estab-
lished thus far. The electron diffraction has been success-
fully applied to relatively large clusters [2] which exhibit
the Bragg peaks due to the long range order, but it
becomes less useful as the cluster size decreases. In this
respect, EXAFS (extended x-ray absorption fine struc-
ture) spectroscopy is rather promising [3–6] because
the short range order dominates the spectrum. However,
the absorption of the x-ray photon induces massive frag-
mentation [3,7], and the problem is extremely serious
when the deep inner-core levels are excited, which con-
flicts with a general view that the EXAFS spectrum is
more reliable when the core hole is more localized.
Furthermore, in these conventional methods, the size-
specific information can be deduced only by combining
many experimental runs with various stagnation condi-
tions [2–6,8] .

Recently, we measured PEPICO (photoelectron photo-
ion coincidence) spectra of selenium dimer Se2 and larger
species such as Se5 [7,9]. The PEPICO spectra reveal that
multiply charged ions are produced as a result of deexci-
tation processes following the K shell excitation and frag-
ment into atomic ions with z charges, Sez�, owing to the
Coulomb explosion [10]. The branching ratios from the
parent neutral cluster to the daughter ions exhibit clear
dependence on the size n of the parent cluster. In particu-
lar, the branching ratios in the nonresonant absorption
region are well reproduced by considering that the
charges are randomly distributed within the cluster be-
fore the Coulomb explosion. Based upon these findings,

we proposed a new method for the size-selective EXAFS
of neutral-free clusters by utilizing the PEPICO measure-
ments [11].

The basic relations we have suggested are the simulta-
neous equations of the x-ray absorption coefficients per
atom, ��n; h��, parametrized by z, as follows:

P�z; h�� �
X
n

A�n�B�n; z���n; h��: (1)

Here P�z; h�� is the partial ion yield (PIY) of the z
charged ion, deduced from the integrated PEPICO inten-
sity. A�n� is the abundance of parent clusters consisting of
n atoms and B�n; z� is the branching ratio. Since A�n� and
B�n; z� can be estimated either from experiments or cal-
culations, ��n; h�� could be deduced by solving Eq. (1)
from the PEPICO measurements. A crucial advantage of
this method is that the size-selective information could be
acquired, in principle, in a single experimental run.

The aim of the present work is to verify Eq. (1) experi-
mentally. For this purpose, we have developed the
EXAFS-PEPICO synchronous measurements and carried
them out for the Se cluster beam at the x-ray undulator
beam line BL10XU installed in SPring-8 [12]. In this
Letter, we will describe the procedure to deduce the size-
selective EXAFS oscillation �n�k� and compare the struc-
tural parameters estimated from the �n�k� with several
theoretical calculations.

The neutral cluster beam was produced by a supersonic
jet expansion method [7], intersected with the x-ray at
right angles in the horizontal. The photoions produced
by absorbing an x-ray photon were extracted upward by
a constant electric field to a detector (channeltron),
while the photoelectrons were extracted downward. The
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EXAFS spectrum for the whole cluster beam [i.e., non-
size-selective �T�k�] was taken in the total ion yield
(TIY) mode. At each photon energy where the TIY was
measured, the PEPICO spectrum was recorded simulta-
neously. The photoelectron signal delivers the start pulse
and the photoion signal delivers the stop pulse for a time-
amplitude converter, and the difference of the time of
flight between the electron and ion was accumulated as a
histogram in a multichannel analyzer (MCA). We have
modified the software of the beam line host computer,
which otherwise serves to measure only the EXAFS
spectrum, so that it can also control the MCA to measure
the PEPICO spectrum synchronously [13].

As in the previous works [7], Se2, Se5, Se6, and Se7
were included in the cluster beam produced in our small
cluster apparatus. In the present study we kept the tem-
perature of the cluster source at 703 K and the relative
abundance [i.e., A�n� in Eq. (1)] of these clusters was
46:27:18:9, which was preliminarily studied mass spec-
trometrically and confirmed during the x-ray absorption
measurements by the amount of jump in P�z; h�� at the K
edge. Further experimental details will be described else-
where [13].

Figure 1 shows the total ion yield (TIY) spectrum
versus x-ray photon energy for the Se cluster beam.
Although the number density (3:5� 1011 cm�3) of Se
atoms in the cluster beam is smaller than that of typical
bulk samples by more than 10 orders of magnitude, the
EXAFS oscillation is clearly seen. The EXAFS spectrum
�T�k� deduced from the TIY spectrum is displayed in the
inset as a function of the photoelectron wave number k.
Here we have adopted a normal procedure to extract
�T�k�: The background was subtracted by using a

Victooren function and the base line of the EXAFS
oscillation was expressed by a spline function [14].

Representative PEPICO spectra are shown in Fig. 2.
The peaks corresponding to z � 1 to 7 are observed. The
asymmetrical splitting is clear evidence for the Coulomb
explosion [7]. The spectrum 2(a) was recorded at the
preedge region, 2(b) at the �� resonant energy, 2(c) at
the beginning of the EXAFS spectrum, and 2(d) at its
end. The arrows in Fig. 1 correspond to these energies. In
the EXAFS region the z � 2 peak is the most pronounced
and the z � 1 is the second largest, and the relative
intensity of each peaks changes little with the photon
energy. In this region the neutral clusters can be directly
ionized by absorbing the x-ray photon, and the generated
core-hole states are completely relaxed before the disso-
ciation [9]. For the �� resonance, on the other hand, the
z � 1 peak is appreciably enhanced, implying that the
fast dissociation [15] could partially take place [9].

Following the same procedure as adopted when �T�k�
was deduced from the TIY spectrum, one can extract the
partial EXAFS spectrum �z�k� for each z from the PIY
spectra. In Fig. 3, �z�k� are displayed for z � 1 to 7. The
statistical uncertainty is indicated by the error bars near
k � 3:8 �A�1. There are still clear oscillations in the spec-
tra except for z � 6 and 7. For z � 1 and 2, the spacing of
the oscillation is nearly the same. The maxima of the
oscillations are marked by the closed squares. For z � 3,
however, the oscillation is disturbed and new peaks de-
noted by the open squares appear at the high k region. The
new series of oscillation prevails for z � 4 and 5. The
spacing of oscillation seems to be large for large z, sug-
gesting that the daughter ions with large z stem mainly
from Se2 with short bond length. This is fully consistent
with our previous observation on the branching ratio [7]
(see Table I). Thus qualitatively the experimental results
provide a firm basis to Eq. (1).
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FIG. 1. The total ion yield (TIY) versus x-ray photon energy
for the Se cluster beam. Unusual data points due to the Bragg
reflection from the monochromator crystal were omitted. The
inset shows the EXAFS spectrum �T�k� deduced from the TIY
as a function of the photoelectron wave number.
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FIG. 2. The PEPICO spectrum versus time of flight for the Se
cluster beam at the preedge region (a), at the resonance
absorption region (b), at the beginning (c), and end (d) of the
EXAFS region.
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Now let us extract the size-selective EXAFS spectra. To make the problem more tractable, we simplify Eq. (1) as
follows: 0

@P3
z�1 P�z; h��P
7
z�4 P�z; h��

1
A �

0
@A�2�

P
3
z�1 B�2; z�

P
3
z�1

P
7
n�5 A�n�B�n; z�

A�2�
P

7
z�4 B�2; z�

P
7
z�4

P
7
n�5 A�n�B�n; z�

1
A ��n � 2; h��

��n � 5; h��

!
: (2)

Here we have bracketed Se5, Se6, and Se7 together in
Sen�5. We have divided the range of z into two, (1,2,3)
and (4,5,6,7).

The resultant �n�2�k� for Se2 and �n�5�k� for Sen�5 are
plotted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. The present
�n�2�k� is in good agreement with ��k� for selenium
vapor (v-Se) [16] in the high k region, whereas �n�5�k�
has the oscillation similar to ��k� for monoclinic Se
(m-Se) composed of Se8 [17]. The dashed lines denote
the Fourier filtered first-shell signal. By using the FEFF

fitting program [18], the bond length R1, the Debye-
Waller factor �DW, and the scaling factor times coordi-
nation number, S� N1, have been estimated and listed in
Table II. It is noted that the ratio of S� N1 for Se2 and
Sen�5 is nearly 1:2, suggesting that the latter has the ring
structure.

Hohl et al. [22] studied the equilibrium geometries of
selenium clusters by using ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations and predicted that Se5, Se6, and Se7 have the
Cs, D3d, and Cs chair structure, respectively. The symme-
try tells that there exists one bond length in Se6, three
different bond lengths in Se5, and four different ones in

Se7. They also reported the structural parameters such as
bond lengths, bond angles, and torsion angles. Subsequent
theoretical works [23,21,24] confirmed that the most
favorable symmetries of the clusters are the same as those
suggested by Hohl et al. [22]. Experimentally, Becker
et al. [25] recorded the valence electron spectra of the
Se clusters and revised the structural parameters by com-
bining their data with the semiempirical Hartree-Fock
calculations. Making use of these theoretical values, one
can estimate the average bond length R1 that can be
compared with the present experiment, where Se5, Se6,
and Se7 exist with the ratio of 3:2:1. The distribution of

TABLE I. Branching ratios in % for Se2 and Sen�5 [7].

z � 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Se2 16.6 26.6 26.7 18.0 8.6 2.9 0.6
Sen�5 59.9 29.3 8.8 1.8 0.2 0.02 0.001

TABLE II. The bond length (R1), scaling factor times coor-
dination number (S� N1), and Debye-Waller factor (�DW)
derived from the size-selective EXAFS spectra. Vibrational
contribution �vib is estimated from Eq. (4). The static disper-
sion �stat is derived from Eq. (3). Two different �bs are used to
estimate �vib. Numbers in parentheses denote an error.

R1 [ �A] S� N1 �DW [ �A] �vib [ �A] �stat [ �A]

Se2 2.17(1) 0.34(5) 0.032(4) 0.033(0) 	0

0.0415(3)a 0.016(5)a

Sen�5 2.35(1) 0.72(2) 0.045(2)
0.0395(0)b 0.021(4)b

aRef. [19,20]. bRef. [21].
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FIG. 3. The partial EXAFS spectrum �z�k� for z � 1 to 7
deduced from the partial ion yields.
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are the filtered Fourier transform of the first peak.
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the bond lengths can be taken as the static contribution
�stat to the Debye-Waller factor. Both R1 and �stat are
listed in Table III for Sen�5. The value of R1, 2:349 �A,
predicted by both Hohl et al. [22] and Becker et al. [25] is
in very good agreement with our experimental value.

In order to compare the theoretical �stat with our ex-
perimental �DW, we have to subtract the dynamic con-
tribution �vib due to the molecular vibration by using [26]

�2
DW � �2

stat � �2
vib: (3)

Here �vib�T� can be calculated from [26]

�2
vib �

h

4�2m�bs

coth
h�bs

2kBT
; (4)

where m is the atomic mass and �bs is the bond-stretching
frequency estimated from the Raman scattering.

First, we estimate the experimental �stat for Se2. The
temperature of the cluster beam is estimated to be around
80 K [13] by using Hagena’s scaling law [27]. Putting an
experimental value of 385 cm�1 [28] to �bs, we obtain
0:033 �A as �vib,which is dominated by the zero-point
motion. Thus, it proves that �stat is nearly zero for Se2
in accordance with the fact that there exists only one
species for Se2.

Similarly, �vib can be estimated for Sen�5. �bs is about
250 cm�1 for both orthorhombic (Se7) [19] and rhombo-
hedral (Se6) [20] crystalline forms of selenium. On the
other hand, Kohara [21] proposed 276 cm�1 as �bs for Se6
based upon the ab initio molecular orbital calculation.
Table II contains �vib and �stat estimated from these �bs

values. Again Becker’s result agrees with our experimen-
tal value (see Table III).

In conclusion, we have verified the size-selective
EXAFS method for neutral-free clusters by performing
the EXAFS-PEPICO synchronous measurements on a
selenium cluster beam. The quantitative comparison of
the average bond length and the Debye-Waller factor
between the present experiment and several previous
works suggests that the prediction by Becker et al. [25]
seems to be the best.We believe that this method is general
as far as the clusters are small and composed of heavy
elements, where the core holes are completely relaxed
before the Coulomb explosion [9].
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TABLE III. Comparison of R1 and �stat between experimen-
tal and theoretical values for Sen�5.

Present work Beckera Hohlb Koharac Pand

R1 [ �A] 2.35(1) 2.349 2.349 2.327 2.452

0.016(5)e

�stat [ �A] 0.019 0.057 0.026 0.086
0.021(4)c
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